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This paper examines the role of forecast-encompassing 
principles in model-speci디cation searches through the use of 
linear composite forecasts. Based on the results of the pairwise 
forecast-encompassing test. this paper outlines a conceptual 
framework to provide some useful insights on cross-model 
evaluations in econometrics and the selection of predictors in 
composite forecasts. Second. it offers three different ways of 
performing the encompassing test and compares their finite 
S없nple perform없lce through a Monte Carlo simulation study. 
Test results guide researchers to choose component forecasts 
and thus to avoid blind po여ing in the combining regression. 
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I. Introduction 

In the literature on linear combination of forecasts (e.g.. Granger 

and Ramanathan (1 984)) and cross-model comparisons of economic 

forecasts (e.g .. Nelson (1972) 밍ld Wallis (1 989)) , it has become 
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standard to estimate the combining weights and to assess the 

performance of forecasts relative to each other by running the 
[이lowing linear regression: 

νt β0+β1}'ll+β2./21+ ... +βk.I에 +U( (1) 

where subscripi i indexes the order of observalions (i- 1.2 , ... ，η ， υi 

is the outcome series, fit (í = 1,2 ,'" ,k) is the {h forecast series, βl 
(i= 1,2 ,"',k) are unknm:vn par없neters‘ and Ul is the error term. 

Despite the sim i1arity between composite forecasts and cross-model 

eva1uation, historically they were deve10ped independently (Cooper 
and Nelson 1975). 1i is interesling to noie ihat articIes on compos
ite forecasts are primarily published in forecasting , management 

science, and operalions research journa1s; arlicIes on cross-model 

evaluation of economic forecasts have mostly appeared in economic 

journals. Addilionally, ihe role of ihe regression equalion (1) in 
each paradigm is different. 

The method of combining forecasts is based on 상le fact that 

alternative forecasts of the same variable are often avai1able and on 

the belief that each of them most likely contains usefu1 infor 
malion. Under 나le error-variance minimiäng criterion , Baies and 
Granger (1969) represents the most influential early contribution to 

the linear combinalion 01" lorecasts. Later, Granger and Ramanaihan 

(1 984) demonstrates that the method can be interpreted as, and 
generalized 1.0, t.he eslimalion 01" t.he regression equation (1). Clemen 

(1 989) writes a thorough survey on this theme. 
In the case of evaluating economic forecasts , a popular approach 

is that of Nelson (1 972) and Cooper and Nelson (1 975). Their 

proposal reflects the dissatisfaction with the use of some conven 
tional eπor measures such as rooi mean squared perceniage errors 
(RMSPEs %) and mean absolute perce따age eπors (MAPEs %) to 

rank economic forecasis. H is now gener며ly agreed t.hai even a 

relatively inaccurate forecasting model could contain useful infor
malion which is noi shared by ot.her competing models (Nelson 

1972). To find out the forecasting abilitles of competing models, the 
Nelson-Cooper procedure essentially uses the linear regression (1) 

as a benchmark and examines statlstlcal significance of the 

estimated coefficients. 
Chong and Hendry (1986) proposes ihe concept 이‘ encompassmg 

in forecasting as a basis for cross-model comparisons. The 
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statistical procedure consists of regressing the out-oj-sample 
forecas디ng errors from a particular model on a selected rival 

[orecasi series and per[orming the encompassing tesi ihrough a 
signific밍lce test of the forecast series on 단le righ단land side. In 

addition io Chong and Hendry’s (1986) procedure, we show below 

that the forecast-encompassing test between two separate models 
can also be carried out in iwo aliemative ways and 너lat a11 three 

methods are based on the combining regression (1) and its variant, 

Economists and statisticians were skeptical about the method of 

composite forecasts , when the idea was first introduced by the 

group under Granger at the Universi양 of Nottingh밍n about three 
decades ago (see ihe discussions o[ Newbold and Granger (1974)). 
In view of mainstream econometricians , 산le primary interest in 

modelling an economic sysiem is to undersiand ihe siructura1 

relationship. That is, they would be more interested in developing 
the ‘'lrue" siruciural model in a particular sysiem. There[ore , 

Diebold (1 989) pointed out that “ there is no role for forecast 
combination within such a paradi짱n" (p. 590), because if the “ true" 
structural model can be constructed and verified then the “good" 
forecast will follow automatically. However, the principle of combin
ing [orecasts has been increasingly accepted in ihe forecasting 
profession (e.g. ‘ Bunn (1989)). The ch잉1ge reflects a view that the 

pooling approach is pragmatic (Diebold 1989; and Winkler 1989). 

Although aggregation of information sets is superior to aggregating 
[orecasis, the aggregation 이‘ in[ormaUon sets is eiiher impos sible or 

too costly. Alternatively speal깅ng， although combining forecasts is 
inferior to aggregating information sets, combining forecasts is easy 

to implement and thus practical. 

As a result‘ most of the theoretical and empirical works on the 

pooling approach are aimed ai showing and demons iraUng the 
superioriψ of the composite forecasts over the individual forecasts 

under some optimality criieria such as minimizing mean squared 

error (MSE) criterion . In contrast, the Nelson-Cooper and Chong
Hendry procedures use ihe combining regression (1) and iis v따iant 

to examine the forecasting ability of a particular model, and then 
to assess whether the model suffers from misspecification. In other 

words , from a n econometric perspectlve, the combining regression 

(1) is merely a tool which is mainly desi망led to examine the 
streng나1 and weakness o[ a parUcular model. Using (1) , 

econometricians can test whether a specification dominates others 
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or suffers from misspecification. However it is not the major 

concern to them whether the linear combination of forecasts is 
he1pl니1 io achieve prediclive accuracy. 

The main purpose of 야1is paper is to investigate the re1ationship 

of 1'orecast encompassing to composiie 1'orecasts. In addilion io ihe 

genera1 understanding that the combining regression is a useful 
ioo1 1'or mode1 speci1ìcalion searches. ii shows ihai 너le iesi resuUs 

based on the forecast-encompassing principle can offer valuable 
insi앙1tS on 단1e choice of forecasts in the combining regression. The 

focus is on evaluating separate (non-nested) models for their 

re1ative forecasting ability 윈1d on σeating the encompassing 
princip1e (Miιon and Richard 1986) as a uniψing 1'ramework io 
guide the selection of component forecasts in the combining 

regression. 

1t should be noted that Diebold (1989) deals wjth a similar issue 
in his discussion of Clemen’s (1989) paper. Neverihe1ess. his 

emphasis is on the role of the combining regression as a hint for 
model • specification searches but not the other way around. This 

paper is more general because it argues that there exists a two-way 

interaction bet:ween forecast-encompassing principles and composite 

1'orecasis. More specifically. ihis paper argues ihai on ihe one hand 
the combining regression is a useful too1 for model • specification 

searches; on ihe oiher hand ihe forecasi-encompassing principle 

offers valuable insights on the choice of forecasts in the combining 

regression. Once ihe inieraclion is esiablished. ihe comp1emeniary 
role of the composite forecasts and forecast-encompassing principle 
can be understood more clearly. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II summa

rizes the main features of three forecast-encompassing test 
procedures and ihe re1alionships among ihem. Section III deiails 
the implementa디on of the Wald tests associated wjth the forecast 

-encompassing iests. Section IV compares ihe 1ìnite s따nple 

performance of three tests using Monte-Carlo simulations. 1n 
section V we compare ihe proposed Jorecasi encompassing iesi 

procedures with Davidson and MacKinnon’s J-test using aggregate 
U.S. consumption data for 1929 throu힘1 1989. Section VI studies 

the implications of the forecast encompassing test results and 

applies them to the issue of mode1-specification searches in 
econometrics and choice 0 1' forecasis in composiie forecasis. 
Concluding remarks follow in section VII. 
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11. Forecast-Encompassing Test 

This section outlines Chong and Hendry’s (I 986) forecast
encompassing test procedure and nvo other versions of the test. 

Consider 1he iwo linear Iorecasling models with claimed 

formulations: 

H1:Y=X1 α +Ul ， Ul ~N(O ， σ깐Ir) (2) 

H2:Y=XZ π+Uz， U2 ~N(0 ， σZ2Ir) (3) 

where Y is a Tx 1 vector of observations on the variable being 
forecast; X1 and Xz are T x d 1 and Tx d z full column rank matrices 

o[ observalions on explanaiory variables; α and π are d 1 x 1 and 

d z x 1 vectors of unknown parameters; and Uj (i= 1‘ 2) is a T x 1 
vector o[ normally, independenUy and idenlically distrtbuied random 

disturbance terms. The normality assumptlons are not essential 
since 1he iest sialislics are asympiotic in naiure and some version 

of the central limit theorem is to work. X j and Xz in general may 
share some common variables; however, they are not nested within 

each other. That is , for the two hypotheses Hl and Hz to be 
separate, at least one column in X1 must be linearly independent of 

columns in X2 , and vice versa. The issue here is to iesi whe1her a 

maintained model can predict the performance of the other model. 

Let J‘'11 and .12, denote iwo m -pertods (m • 1,2," ' ) ahead Iorecast 

series based on Hl and H 2, respectively. Chong and Hendrγ (1 9 8 6) 
considers a simpli1ìed version 01‘ 1he combining regression (1): 

ν1 = βl!li+ βz}.μ + Ul' (4) 

Then 산le forecast-encompassing test of Hl as the null is to test 

the null hypothesis tha i β 1-1 and β2 -0. ηlis tesling procedure 
shares the spirtt of Davidson and MacKinnon’s (1981) J-test . The 

J-test ies is 1he signi1ìcance of‘ 1he least squares esiimator 01‘ β2 in 

the fo l1owing regression: 

Y= X j ã+ β2Fz 十U，

where F2 =X2(X1X2r1X2 Y is the fitted value of Y based on model H 2 • 

However , there are two clear differences. First‘ we are computing 
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model-specific forecasts recursively, which makes more sense in the 
case of forecas디ng. Second, the test of H1 as the null hypothesis 

uses as one 01‘ llie regressors , iis own predicied value .J‘11 insiead o[ 
H1-specific regressors X1 

li is worlli noting lliai lliere are lliree aliemative ways to 

implement the test. 
First, we can direcUy iesi llie joini hypolliesis ihai ß1 • 1 and 

β2 = 0 using, for example , a Wald test. If the result is not 
significant‘ 바len we cannot reject the null that model 1 

encompasses model 2 in forecast; otherwise, we rξject the null. Tn 

the latter case‘ notice that model 2 forecasts are not encompassed 

in model 1. Accordingly ii is logical 10r researchers io extract 
inforrnation from 좌 as well as from 11 

Second, we can iesi whellier β2 - 0 in llie combining regression 

of (4). Tf model 2 forecasts do not provide additional information 
beyond lliai already coniained in model 1 1orecasis , llie estimate 이‘ 

β2 will not be significantly different from O. Tntuitively, if the 

combined forecast based on (4) has an error variance that is not 

significantly smaller than that based only on 1 1. then 12 appears to 

pro띠de no useful inforrnation beyond that already contained in 11. 
ln such a case , we conclude lliai model 1 encompasses model 2 in 
forecast. This procedure was used in Cooper 밍ld Nelson (1975) as 

well as in Fair and Shiller (199이. 

Third. when β1 = 1 is true. (4) is expressible as: 

y，-二{l t= β212t+U씨 (5) 

Therefore, given β↓ = 1. whether the second forecast is capable of 

explaining the errors in the first forecast c밍1 be tested statistically 
by inspecling ihe signi1ìcance o[ llie coef1ìcient β2. 1[ β2 is [ound 
to be signific없ltly (insignificantly) different from zero , then the null 

H1 is rejecied (noi rejecied) and model 1 [orecasis are said io be 

incapable of encompassing (capable of encompassing) model 2 

[orecasis. This is the procedure proposed in Chong and Hendry 

(1 986). Empirical studies using this procedure in cross evaluatlons 
of macroeconometric models include Fisher and Wallis (199이， and 

Charem7..a (1 991). 
The second and third procedures are statistic떠ly different, even 

though they share ihe same spirit o[ encompassing tesis. 1 We 
would like to point out the difference between the second and third 
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procedures based on equation (4). The probability of not r멍ecting 

the null under the second procedure is: 

pr[ β:z E(-t* ‘t*)] ‘ 히
 

while the same probability under the third procedure is 

pr[ β2 드 (-t* ，t*) I β1=1]. (7) 

with t* being a critlcal point of a t-distribution multip1ied by a 
standard error estiInate of β2. Note that (6) is in the form of 

mar탱nal probabi1iiy; (7) in ihe Iorm 01 condiliona1 probabi1ity.2 The 
conditional event β1 = 1 in (7) implies that model 1 receives full 

weight in predicling νlea에ng smaller room Ior model 2 ’S 

independent role. As a result, conditional on β↓ = 1, the event that 
β2 드〔→["，[")， thai is, thai model 2 does noi play a significant 

independent role in predictlng y is more 1ikely. To sum up, the 
conditional probabi1iψ (7) under the third testing procedure of not 

r닫jecting the null tends to be higher than the marginal probabili양 
(6) under the second procedure. Also , with regard to the role of Hl 

and H2 , ii is worth noling thai wiihin the coniext o[ ihe second 
test procedure 야ley are treated in a symmetric way‘ implying that 

the same [orm 01‘ regression equation (4) can be used in testing 

both H1: β2 = 0 and H2: β1 = O. However, within the context of the 

third iesi procedure they are ireaied in an asymmeiric way , 

implying that in testing H1 against H2 we use the following 

regression equation: 

yt - f21 = βlfl'+U， (8) 

By interchanging the roles of Hl and H2 , the forecast 

encompassing iesi o[ Hz against H 1 can be carried out in exacily 

the same way. 

lObvioLlSly, the first test is different from others in that it is a joint 
hypothesis testing proeedure. 

2you mighl wish 10 undersland the probability slatement on β [rom a 
Bayesian perspective: probability based on Bayesian posterior on β. 
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111. Implementation of the Wald Test 

To begin with , let us summarize each of the three test 
procedures above. Based on 야le regression equation: 

yl= β1fu+βz좌 1 +Ul. t=tu+m, ... ,T ,3 (9) 

the first test is a joint hypothesis test of 

Ho: β↓ =1 and β2 =0. 

The second test is to test Ho: β2 =0 using the same equation (9) . 
The third one is to test Ho: β2=0 based on 바le regression equation: 

Yt • -j1'= βz좌l+Ul ‘ t=tu+ m ,. “ ,T. (10) 

Under the null hypothesis that model 1 is the true model, but 
rnodel 2 is noi, the error term U ( in equation (9) is equal to that in 

equation (1이 for each t = to + m , ... ,T. The common Ut can be written 

as 

lμ =Yl-fu ‘ (11) 

When we are ma넙ng m periods ahead forecasts , then f u can be 

writt.en as 

j ‘1l Xflt&t ,11 (12) 

where &' • m is the least squares estirnate of α in equation (2) using 

observations i= 1 ,…,t-m. Let 

X 1 f xtll 1 
I( • m) Xd, I I 

L X ' lt-m J 

'The reason why t runs from “+m 1n equation (9) will become clear 1n 
the [ollowing section. 
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채~[ u~~m 1 

(돼 IJ][ l 
(13) 

Then 

ã1
-

m=(X'l/ m X!t m)-IX'lt m Yt III 

= α + (X'lt m X ll m)-IX'lt m U1t m 

Therefore , under the null hypothesis , Ut can be written as 

Ut=Yr-flr 

=X'lr α 十 Ulr- X'lt[ α+ (X'lr-m X lr - m) lX'lr_m Ulr-ml (1 4) 

u][-x'U()('II-m X l1 _m)-lX' l1 _m U lI -m 

and 

Var(u,) σ야 l+X' l1 (X이 l-m X 1t_m)-IX' 1tl (15) 

We notice that the variance of the “ forecast error ’ u( is composed of 

tWQ parts: the variance of the “ model error" Ult and the variance 

reflecting that the true model is estimated. If the value of Xlt does 

noi change much as i changes. we can reasonably approximate ihe 
variance of Ul as 

Var(L띠:감 [ 1+ ←느) 
、 L-m 

(16) 

Note that the variance component resul디ng from estimation , 

approximated as σ꺼 / (L - m). disappears as L increases. which is in 
line with the consistency property of least squares estimators 
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However , for finite samples , the forecast error Ur shows hetero

scedasticity 
For i~‘ S , we can also compuie 1he covariance beiween u[ and U s 

COV(U1> Us) - (꺼X끼 ，(X이 l-m X 1t-m)-IXu[l-lrl-m 외l 

σ2\X']s(X' 1I _m Xl1_m)-IX][1(1 __ t_s_ m) (17) 

{ σ치X' L;; (X'l/ III X1t m)-IXll if l-<:t-s<m 

o ift-s~m 

where 1(.) is an indicator function taking value 1 if the condition 
inside the parentheses is met, and 0 otherwise. If m= 1, that is , if 

we are making one-period ahead forecasts , then the forecast errors 
are uncorrelaied. 1[ m ~> 1. 1hen we have correlation arnong nearby 
forecast errors. But even in tl꾀 s case (m> 1), the correlation is 

expecied (0 be small. Noie 냐lat i[ ilie value 0 1' X l1 is relalively siable 

Qver time and if t is large , then both the heteroscedasticity and 
auiocorrelation of u,'s are noi serious 

In app1ying the Wa1d test in the next section , we may consider 

three types of variance est:iInates of the least squares estimators of 
β1 and β2 in equations (9) and (1 이 Write the equations (9) and 
(1이 in a gener:εù matrix form 

Y~Xβ+U， (18) 

where 야le errors are heteroscedastic and serially corre1ated up to 
order m-l wi냐1 m ihe forecasi horizon. Noie ihai when we are 

making one-period ahead forecasts (m= 1) , the errors are on1y 

heteroscedastic 
<

The conventiona1 variance estimator of β， the 1east squares 

estimator of β‘ is 

where 

V;;r( 제 ~(X쩌 ] δ2 

~2 U ’U 
c5 ~ T-K 

(19) 
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with U=따J ， ... ,ÛT) , the least squares residual vector; K the number 

of the columns in X. The White’s (198이 heteroscedas다ci양 

consistent variance estimator of β is 

v상대)-(Xχ〕기 ￡ 퍼x，x'd(X쩌 -1 (20) 
t = 1 

where lt, is ihe {h least squares residual 없ld x', is the 1 xK row 

“ vector corresponding to the t'" observation. 
The Newey and Wesi (1987) variance eslimaior 01‘ β 1S 

^ T T 
Var( β)= (X')이 •'[ I: u~x，x’， +Wl ε Û,Û, 1 (x,x', 1 + x, lx'd 

(-J t=2 

T 
+ ... +ωrn 1 L Û(Ût m ↓ J(짜지 rn I 1 + Xl 111 lX’，))(X찌 , (21) 

t=rn 

where Wj=1 • U/ml. j= l ,"',m • 1. In the above formula‘ the term 

beginning wiih Wj wiihin ihe square bracket is introduced io 
capture thel1 serial correlation of the error terms , j=l ,"' ,m- l. By 
ihe [orm o[ ihe weighi [unclion 따， we readily nolice ihai hi방ler 

order serial correlations are receiving less and less attention. When 
r ^ 2 m = 1 , the additional terms beyond I:',=lU'(X,X', drop and the 

estimator reduces to the pre、이ous White heteroscedasticity 
consistent variance estimator. If we treat each serial correlation 

symmeirically, we would like io make 따 1 [or all j- l, .. . ,m- l. 

The resulting estimator was used by Fair and Shiller (199이. 

The null hypoiheses 01‘ inierest can be wriUen in a general form 

as 

Ho: A β= 0， 

where matrix A has fu l1 row rank of q. Note that in the first test, 

q=2 , and in the second and the third tests ‘ q= l. Under the null 

hypoihesis , ihe Wald iesi siaiisiic 

W • 강'A'[AVar( 강)A1 -1A ß (22) 

has an asympiolic Chi - square disiribuiion wiih q degrees 01‘ 

freedom if the variance estlmator of β is consistent. 
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IV. Monte-Carlo Simulations 

To compare the performance of three different tests in finite 

samples, we conducted a small simulation study. 

Daia on y are generaied according io ihe following scheme: 

υt← θ0+ θIXl l.+ θ2)(21.+ θ3X12t+Ut.. L•l, ...• T (23) 

where 10 is uni1'ormly disiribuied over [O.y]. j - 1.2.12 wiih y chosen 

such that Var(첸= 작. that is. lj=2(3 이; 마 is normal1y distributed 

with mean 0 and vari뻐ce σ2; X 1• X2 • X 12 and U are mutually 

independent. 

Two non • nested models considered are 

H 1: ν[= α0+ αlXl(+ α2)(12' +U l( (24) 

and 

Hz: νt= Yo十 γ lXZr 十 γ2Xl2r 十 UZr (25) 

By using observations t= 1,'" ,R , we can estimate âI~ ， â석 ， âI~ by 
^R -R -R running OLS to model H 1 : i'ù, y'ì. γ 2 by running OLS to model H2 . 

Under each model, ihe m period ahead lorecasi on y ai lime R can 

be obtained as follows (see Liang 밍ld Ryu (1996)): 

H ,: f'R_m= I-î/~+ â/~ 1: T1R-m= αò+ α ìX1R+m+ α2)(12R-m. (26) 

and 

TT .r' ^ 1{ ^ H ^U 
H2: .T2R+m= y'Ò+ Y ÏX2R-m+ Y ' 2X12R-m. (27) 

Lei R siari 1'rom io. We readily nolice ihai io 늠 3 is needed. We ßx io 

=5 in our simulation study. Also. R < T • m is required. 

Now let JI and.[2 be (T • m • io + 1) x 1 vectors 0 1' (J꺼+rrJ . (_[2R-rrJ 

respectively. each element of which is recursively obtained as R 

runs 1'rom R - io io R - T - m. Let Yp be ihe correspon이ng (T-m-io 

+ l) x 1 sub-vector of y. Tn terms of the combining regression 

YI'= βJ!l+ β2J2+U (28) 
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the null hypotheses that H • is the true model takes the following 

three different forms under each of the three testing procedures: 

H’。: β1 = 1 ‘ β2=0; 

H*:β2=0; 

I-fo: β2 = 0 conditional on β1 = 1. 

In our sïmulation study‘ we consider three par잉neter settings: 

setting A: σ1 = 1, σ2=0; 

set디ng B: σ1=1 ， σ2= 1; 

setting C: 61=1/2 , 62=1/2. 

Other parameters are common to all three settings: 80= θ1= θ2= 

03= 1 ‘ σ12= 1, σ= 1. 

Under setting A, model H 1 is in fact the true model , while under 

B and C , model H 1 is not true and model H2 also contains a useful 

piece 01‘ informalion which is not coniained in Hl. Under seiling B , 

model H 1 deviates more from the true model than under setting c. 
Sample sizes T-25. 50, 100, 200. 500. (1,000 for setling A) 

forecast horizons m = 1, 4 and significance levels α=5%， 10% are 

considered. Random numbers are generated 나lfOU앙1 RNDN for 
N(O , l) and RNDU for uniform variables using GAUSS. Results are 

in Tables 1 암lrou썽1 6. These tables show the number of rejec디ons 

out of 1 ,000 replications. For m= 1 , we used two types of 

covariance estimates: the conventional one (C) together with White’s 

heieroscedasliciiy consisieni one (W). Noie ihat when m • 1 , we do 

not have any serial correlation among forecast errors under the 

null hypoihesis. For m-4 , we used iwo addilional covariance 

estimates as used in fair and Shiller (FSJ, and Newey-West (NW]. 

Under setling A, iable entries are relaied to empirical sizes 01‘ iesis , 

while under setting B and C, table entries are related to empirical 

power. 

As the sample size T increases , the empirical size approaches the 

hypothesized nominal size α. But the differences between the 

empirical siιe and nominal size are quite huge even for T -200. ln 

general, the differences are larger for m = 4 than for m = 1 ‘ 떠ld also 
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TABLE 1 

Setting A , m ~ 1 

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

C lν C lν C lν 

1'-25 a-5% 98 168 82 128 73 84 
10% 145 237 134 187 118 129 

1'~50 α=5% 86 91 87 87 50 57 
10% 145 165 147 157 114 112 

1'~100 α=5% 82 83 82 69 58 63 
10% 148 144 133 123 116 121 

1'-200 a-5% 80 58 74 63 45 43 
10% 123 113 133 124 101 98 

1'~500 α=5% 73 64 66 59 66 62 
10% 136 126 127 120 121 122 

1'~ 1,000 α=5% 59 56 61 51 46 44 
10% 103 89 101 91 92 93 

TABLE 2 

Setting A , m~4 

Test 1 Tesi 2 Test 3 

C lν FS NW C lν FS NW C w FS N\ν 

T~25 α~5% 180 280 339 371 147 209 263 252 100 113 178 152 
10% 263 345 380 437 221 301 317 315 165 295 240 221 

T-50 α 5% 123 143 225 159 98 113 137 122 83 81 113 97 
100/0 192 202 290 237 177 183 216 192 151 147 182 150 

T~100 α=5% 104 90 138 104 69 69 77 69 71 69 71 71 
100/0 153 155 195 147 133 123 129 125 117 115 133 121 

T~200 α=5% 87 83 96 76 101 91 84 85 72 66 60 69 
10"~ 164 154 155 146 172 150 169 155 128 132 131 133 

T-500 α 5% 77 67 57 63 76 67 64 69 57 56 58 56 
100/0 127 124 124 114 126 110 115 108 126 126 115 127 

T~l ，OOO α= 5% 79 72 66 69 56 58 50 55 56 54 54 55 
10% 118 120 114 113 110 112 106 112 116 110 116 114 
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TABLE 3 

Setting B , m~ 1 

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

C lν C lν C lν 

1'-25 a-5% 637 742 700 762 82 93 
10% 720 800 765 814 141 167 

T~50 α=5% 883 915 916 932 90 105 
10% 916 935 948 954 151 163 

T~IOO α=5% 991 991 995 994 149 156 
10% 995 993 998 995 231 242 

1'-200 a-5% 1 ,000 999 1.000 1‘ 000 294 309 
10% 1 ,000 1.000 1.000 1‘ 000 418 433 

T~500 α=5% 1 ,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 690 707 
10% 1 ,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 792 799 

T~ 1,000 α=5% 1 ,000 1,000 1 ,000 1,000 913 915 
10% 1 ,000 1,000 1 ,000 1,000 953 956 

TABLE 4 

Setting B , m~4 

Test 1 Tesi 2 Test 3 

C lν FS NW C lν FS NW C w FS N\ν 

T~25 α~~ ~ m ~ m m m ~ ~ lW 1~ 1~ 1~ 

10% 671 786 569 823 727 795 718 801 193 212 277 256 

T~50 α~ 5% 881 920 881 933 903 926 911 922 158 163 172 162 
10% 917 943 893 940 934 940 935 945 232 253 237 226 

T~IOO α~~ ~ m ~ ~ m ~ m ~ 1~ lro 181 177 
10% 998 994 997 997 1.000 997 995 997 247 259 271 256 

T-200 α 5% 1.000 1,000 999 999 1.000 1,000 1.000 1.000 329 337 331 329 
10% 1.000 1,000 1.000 1,000 1.000 1,000 1.000 1.000 431 449 435 433 

T~500 α~5% 1,000 1.000 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1,000 671 680 667 674 
10% 1,000 1,000 1,000 1ρ00 1.000 1,000 1.000 1,000 784 795 778 789 
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TABLE 5 

Setting C , m~ 1 

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

C lν C lν C lν 

1'-25 a-5% 398 489 419 502 71 88 
10% 486 587 523 589 116 141 

1'~50 α=5% 591 632 665 674 67 70 
10% 689 717 752 768 108 114 

1'~100 α=5% 852 855 891 893 70 66 
10% 903 907 938 937 132 135 

1'-200 a-5% 982 978 988 985 100 106 
10% 990 987 992 992 160 160 

1'-500 a-5% 1 ,000 999 1,000 1,000 186 190 
10% 1 ,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 280 282 

TABLE 6 

SeUing C , m-4 

Tes1 1 Tes1 2 Test 3 

C w FS NW C lν FS N\ν C lν FS NW 

T~25 α~~ ~ 514 ~ 615 ~ ~ 518 ~ ~ I~ 185 175 
10% 495 591 531 681 502 571 592 615 173 199 243 223 

T~50 α~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ %1 ~ ~ ~ 96 101 141 115 
10% 685 735 740 754 732 754 770 775 167 169 180 167 

T-100 α 5% 807 847 836 847 868 861 873 867 101 100 97 97 
10% 891 903 887 893 899 911 905 907 158 172 148 154 

T~200 α~~ ~ m m m g B a B 93 87 89 85 
10% 994 991 986 987 999 998 993 997 143 145 141 133 

T~500 α~5% 1,000 998 998 997 1.000 998 996 999 163 167 165 167 
10% 1,000 1,000 999 998 1.000 1,000 999 999 261 263 261 265 

larger for tests 1 , 2 than for test 3 , ln Table 1 , using Wh ite’s 

heteroscedastici방 consistent cov때ance estimator (\V) does not 

always improve 나le finiie sarnple appro잉mation using 1he 

conventional formula (C). In fact ‘ until the sample size reaches T= 
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100, W has shown even poorer performances. But as we expect, as 
thes밍nple size increases, W offers a better approxima디on than C. 

ln Table 2 , neither FS nor NW o[[ers a beUer approximaUon llian 
W. In fact , both FS and 1\π，v have shm"π1 even poorer performance 

unUl llie sample size reaches T-200. Even [or T-500 , 1,000 , we 

could not see any significant improvement of FS or NW over W. 

Regarding llie relaUonship beiween C and W , ihe same paUem is 

observed as in Table 1: W is worse than C until the sample size 
reaches T= 100. After that, W outperforms C. In Tables 3 and 5 ‘ 

using W gives higher power than using C. But this may simply 

reflect that the size of the test using W is inflated in small sample 
sizes (see Table 1). ln Tables 4 and 5 noie lliai using NW olTers 
much higher power than using FS. Even though sizes of tests 

using FS and NW have bolli inllaied by aboui llie same raie , NW 

offers much higher power. 

Also as T increases , empirical power increases [or all lliree iesis. 

But the empirical power of test 3 is extremely lower than that of 
tests 1 and 2 , which is consistent with our earlier explanations. 

Considering size and power together. we would choose tests 1, 2 

over test 3. 

V. Applications to the Choice of Consumption Function 

Gaver and Geisel (1974) proposes iwo [orms o[ a consumplion 

function 

H1:C,= βl 十 β2Y'+ β3Ct→ 1 + U)t 

and 

H2:C{- Yl + Y2Y1+ Y:JY! • I+U2! , 

where C: is llie real aggregaie consumplion in year (, and Y( is llie 
real aggregate income in the same year. Model Hl implies that the 
effects of changes in income on consumption persist for many 

years, while model Hz implies that consumption responds to 

changes in income only over the recent two years. 

Using aggregaie annual U.S. daia lor 1929 다uou맹1 1989 , we 
performed each of the three proposed forecast encompassing tests. 
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TABLE 7 

Tes1 1 Tes1 2 Tes1 3 

C 、N FS N\ν C lν FS N\ν C lν FS N\ν 

H 1 against H2 

m-) 4.7' 4.2 4.2 4.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.6 3.3* 2.4 2.4 2.4 

m-4 3.2 4.1 1.4 1.9 0.9 1.1 0.4 0.5 2.3 2.2 0.6 0.8 

H2 againsL H 1 

m ~ 1 31.2" 26.3" 26.3~ 26.3’‘ 6.1 ’‘ 6.7“ 6.7" 6.7~ 23.3" 21.5" 21.5" 21.5" 

111 = 4 36.1 ** 50.6** 17.8** 24.1’‘ 16.4" 22.0“ 6.8" 9.9~ 15.5’‘ 20.7“ 4.7“ 7.0'“ 

Notes: (1) A11 three tests are to be evaluated according; to chi-square 
distribution 

(2) The deg;rees of freedom are 2. 1, and 1 for Test 1, 2 , 3 , 

respecα~tively 

(3) C - using conventional variance formula 
W=using Whîte’s heteroscedastîci1y consis1ent variance fonnula 
FS = using; heteroscedas디city and autocorrelation consistent vari 

ance formula as in Farr and Shiller 
NVJ=using heteroscedastici1y and au1ocorrela1îon consis1ent vari 

ance fomTula as in Newey and West 
(4) m-l: l-period ahead forecast 

m=4: 4-period ahead [orecast 
(5) H]: C1 = β0+ β l Y;+ β2Ci l+Ull 

H '2: C= Yü十 ?l끼十 ?2Yt-l 十 U21

(6) *: sig;nific따li at α =10% 
**. significant at α 5% 

For each test, we used four different variance estimators 

conventional. \Vhiie’s , Fair and Shiller’ s , and Newey εmd Wesl’s. For 

companson pu매 Jses , we also carried out Davidson and MacKinnon's 

J-test. The encompassing test results are summarized in Table 7 

Our proposed encompassing tests cannot reject the nu l1 model of 

Hl at α= 5% significance leve1. Even at α= 10% significance level‘ 

we cannoi rejeci 냐le null model 01' Hl excepi [or iwo cases. On ihe 

other hand‘ we always reject the null model of H 2, at α =5% 

signilìcance leve1. Based on our encompassing iesi resulis. we 

c1ear1y select model Hl over H 2 and conc1ude that in the U.S 

changes in income alTeci consumption over many periods 
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TABLE 8 

01πCOMES AND CONCLlJSIONS 0 1' TIIE PAIRWISE 
FOIlliCAST-ENCOMPASSING TESl 

Hypothesis H2 Hypothesis H 1 

Do not r망ect H 1 Reject Hl 

Do not reject H2 (i) Rejec1 nei1her Hl nor H';2 (îii) Do n01 rejec1 H2' bu1 
r밍ect Hl 

R망ect H';2 (ii) Do not reject Hl , but 
reject H 2 

(iv) Rejec1 bo1h Hl and H2 

The results of Davidson and MacKinnon ’s J- test are as fo l1ows 

Hl against H 2 : t-value=8.3** 

H2 againsi Hl: L-value-l 1.4** 

The J-iesi rejects bo1h null models. and ihus is not able io su영gesi 

a single model 

VI. Implications of the Forecast.Encompassing Test Resu1ts 

The above analysis c잉1 be regarded as applying to a situation 

where economisis are seeking io discriminaie beiween iwo 
competing forecasting fonnulas such as (2) and (3) in section 11. It 

investigates if 1here is a significani coniribulion 01' )2 io prediclive 

power after control1ing for 11. 1n this sense , HI or 11 is tested 

agεtinsi H2 or )2. The problem is analogous io comparing iwo 

non-nested specifications in econometrics (MC'Aleer 1987), and the 

choice of altemative hypothesis plays a critical role because it 

affects the power of the test when the nu l1 is not va1id (Chong and 

Hendry 1986). When the roles of Hl and H are symmetrïcally 

considered. four ouicomes are possible (see Table 8): (i) reject 

neither HI nor H '2‘ (ii) do not reject H 1, but reject H '2: (iii) do not 

r이eci H2. bui rejeci H ,: and (iv) rejeci bo1h H , and H2. Accordingly. 

it is possible to accept both forecasting formulas or to reject both 

Only in cases (ii) and (iii). ii is possible io discriminaie beiween ihe 
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two rival formulas. 

The four possible outcomes we have mentioned lead to some 
rather valuable insights on cross-model evaluations in econometrics 
and modelling strate않r in composite forecasts. From an econo 

metric perspective. a failure to achieve encompassing acknowledges 

the possibility of an incomplete model (Hendπ 1983; and Hendry 
and Richard 1983). thereby time is beUer speni improving the 

model specifications. Conversely, an ability to achieve encompassing 
recognizes that the encompassing mode1 is satisfactory at least at 

the current stage. According to Table 8 , when model 1 serves as 
the mull 밍ld mode1 2 as the altemative, outcomes (iii) 없ld (iv) 

acknowledge the possibility that model 1 is misspecilìed, implying 
that a better model c없1 be constructed (Chong 떠ld Hendry 1986). 

On the other hand. ouicome (ii) admiis thai model 1 stands up to 

the forecast-encompassing criterion. Outcome (i) suggests that we 

do noi yet have enou앙1 data io reject either model 뻐너1 con1ìdence. 
In the case of composite forecasts , a failure to achieve 

encompassing suggests that 바le strategy of combining forecasts is 

justified (Hallman and Kamstra 1989; and Fair and Shiller 199이. 

On the other hand, an ability to achieve encompassing offers a 

logical reason thai researchers may concentrate on the forecasi 
which dominates others (Granger 1989). In this sense , an ability or 

a failure to achieve encompassing provides researchers a useful 

guide to resolve an important but generally neglected issue in the 
liierature of composite forecasis: thai is, under whai condilions is 
combining most useful (Armstrong 1989)7 Clearly, if a model 

encompasses others in forecast‘ then using a combination of 

forecasts will not achieve significant information gain. In this case , 

a single best model alone is capab1e of forecas다ng the variab1e of 
inieresi “signi1ìcanUy well, " and therefore ii is unnecessary io 
consider other models. On the other hand‘ should we end up 

rejecting both Hl 밍ld H2 (ouicome (iv)). ii is implied that a 

composite forecast containing both JI and J싱 can outperform each of 
the two individual forecasts. In this siiualion , the sample is noi 

entirely consistent with Hl or H2 individually. Therefore, a 
pra맹latic attempt would be to use the artificial combining 

regression (4) to obtain a better description of the data than does 
either individual forecast. Fisher and McAleer (1979) provides an 

analogous argumeni on this aspeci in a non-nesied hypothesis 
tes다ng context. Liang and Ryu (1996) provides a constructive way 
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of dea1ing with the combining regression like equation (4). 
In sum, outcome (iv) suggests that both model 1 없ld model 2 

[orecasis contain use[ul in[ormation ihai are capable 01‘ generating 
a composite forecast with smaller forecasting error than does either 

Jl or )2. Outcome (ii) 따ld (iii) acknowledge ihat using Jl or _h alone 

is sufficient to generate forecasts of Y 、with 넘lmost" the same 
degree o[ accuracy as boih 끼 없ld)2 combined , implying 너lat it is 

not worthwhile pursuing a combining strate양T in either case. 
Finally‘ outcome (i) suggests that there is insufficient information to 

discriminate between the two forecasts. ~en 11 and 12 are highly 
colinear, β1 and β2 in (4) may not be separately identified 

(Kennedy 1989; and Fair and Shiller 1990). This coincides with ihe 
case of unstable combining weights in the literature of composite 

[orecasis (e_9- , Kang (1986)) 

VII. Concluding Remarks 

The development of the method of the combining regression and 

its application to economics has led to comparisons among the 
[orecasling abililies o[ rival models. Using ihe 1'orecasi-encompassing 
principle ‘ it is possible to test whether one specification dominates 

others_ On ihe oiher hand, a greai number 0 1' iheorelical and 

empirical works in forecasting have shown and demonstrated the 
superioriiy 01‘ the composiie 1'orecasts over individual [orecasis 

under some criteria. 
This paper examines the role of forecast-encompassing principles 

in model-specification searches through the use of 1inear composite 
forecasts. In this way the approach has similarities to non • nested 

hypoiheses iesting in economeirics. Based on ihe outcomes and 
conclusions of the pain찌se forecast-encompassing tests , this paper 

also ouUines a concepiual l'ramework io provide some useful 

insights on cross-model evaluatlons in econometrics and the 
seleclion 이‘ prediciors in composiie [orecasis. The convenlional 

wisdom focuses on the former aspect but not the latter. Once the 
two • way interaction is established, the complementary role of 

composite forecasts and the forecast-encompassing principle can be 

clearly presented. 
Overall, ihe coniribution 이‘ ihis paper is two[old. Firsi, it clarifies 

the complementary role of the forecast• encompassing principle and 
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composite forecasts. Second , it studies the relationship of forecast

encompassing principles to composite forecasts and provides three 

differeni ways of performing ihe encompassing iesL Tesi ouicomes 
guide researchers to choose component forecasts and thus to avoid 

blind pooling in ihe combining regression. Given ihe wide advocacy 

of the combining forecasts and the advent of inexpensi、'e fore
casling soIiware for personal compuiers , clearly ihis is an 

important issue; it is , however, an issue that has been rather 
ne명ected. 

(Receíved 19 FebruanJ 2003; Revísed 7 Apríl 2004) 
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